


























































































This month has been solely dedicated to switching out our stock rims on our M135i 
to a set of custom BBS RI-A forged wheels. If you’re wondering if the trade-off was 
worth my time and effort, the answer is a resounding “Yes”.

It seems quite a few are under the impression that changing tyres and rims will burn a hole 
in your pocket – I’m one of those…

The quadruplets that set us back were the BBS RI-A wheels from South East Tyre Co. So 
apart from keeping the aesthetics looking good, looking really good with just the right 
amount of contrast to its body with its matte grey finishing, this past month spent with the 
rims has allowed us to say with full conviction, that these lightweight wheels feel good and 
deliver more road feedback along the way. 

And since it’s a performance car after all, our front and rear staggered rims made the 
perfect complements to our lowered body for additional stability.When we took it up to 
the Sepang circuit this August, we greatly appreciated the stability of the larger wheels, the 
lowered centre of gravity and connection we felt to the track. 

So I guess the question is, how exactly do you know if you should go bigger or smaller? 
That really depends on the experience you are looking for. In dry conditions on the way up 
to Kuala Lumpur, we took pleasure in our bigger wheels (based on the nature of owning an 
M135i), solely because we received sharper feedback.

All said, the process of elimination that culminated in the set of RI-A rims has been 
enlightening. It’s only when you decide to drop the dollar bomb on a purchase of this value 
that you do plenty of research. 

As with most automotive choices, it boils down to what you want and there really isn’t a 
wrong choice despite the ‘salty’, half-baked comments you see on ‘half-empty’ type posts 
– after all, it’s our money to spend. For us, the BBS RI-A was the way to go and we haven’t 
looked back since.

To match the new set of rims, we think we made a good call by picking blue-painted BBS 
badges to sit at the heart of each rim, to complement our favourite shade of M135i.
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People Rangers
AA SINGAPORE OFFERS INSURANCE FOR BEYOND 
JUST OUR MACHINES

At the Automobile Association of Singapore (AA 
Singapore), members not only get their motoring needs 
taken care of, they are also looked after when travelling 
overseas.
AAS Insurance Agency, a wholly owned subsidiary of AA 
Singapore brings to travellers, double indemnity for road 
accidents, and coverage for rental vehicle excess costs.
As part of their enhanced protection scheme, medical 
coverage for both overseas hospital visits and expenses 
upon return to Singapore comes part of the package, 
alongside daily hospital income benefits.
On top of all these, with AA Tourcare Plus, travellers 
receive extension to cover emergency medical 
evacuation or repatriation even with pre-existing 
medical condition, at no additional cost. 

For more information on product coverage and more, 
visit aas-insurance.com.sg/aa-tourcare-plus










